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▶ Children have always been an important target group for marketers, both because 
of their impact on their parents’ buying decisions, but also as future adult 
consumers

▶ European Advertising Standards Alliance defines influencer as a form of 
advertising when (1) influencers receive a compensation (free products or 
financial payment) and (2) advertisers have control over the content, which also 
includes simple final approval of the post or general instructions regarding the 
post

▶ Most previous research on the effectiveness of influencer marketing versus 
traditional advertising suggests that the former is more effective because 
individuals are not aware that they are being exposed to sponsored content.

▶ Despite the fact that adolescents are using social media extensively and are more 
vulnerable to marketing attempts than are adults, research concerning how 
influencer marketing affects adolescents is quite limited.



▶ Previous research on how adolescents cope with non-traditional advertising 

implies that they often experience difficulty processing and critically coping 

with advertising tactics on social media because these ads are interactive, 

personalized, and hidden in regular entertaining or editorial content

▶ A strongly developed advertising literacy is indispensable to be able to 

critically reflect on advertising and avoid subconscious persuasion

▶ which influencers are rather hesitant about. To be able to critically process 

advertising, the Persuasion Knowledge Model (Friestad & Wright, 1994) 

suggests that consumers must first recognize advertising in order for their 

advertising literacy to be triggered and before their various coping skills can 

be activated.



Youtube

▶ Audience analysis – situation by the 20.01.2022.

▶ Engagement rate of videos – all of the videos from the very beginning

▶ Promo videos analysis, mentioning of advertisement – 01.01.2021.-

01.01.2022.

▶ 41 Youtube channel selected:

 registered in Latvia;

 primary audience is from Latvia;

 has the biggest share of teenagers (11-17 y.o.) from Latvia;

 has not less than 1500 followers;
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Youtube: brand mentions

▶ Period of the analysis: 01.01.2021. – 01.01.2022.

▶ Hashtags + mentionings in the video:

 #reklāma

 #reklama

 #apmaksātāsadarbība

 #apmaksatasadarbiba

 #davana

 #dāvana

 #sadarbība

 #sadarbiba

 #paidpartnership

 #sponsorship

 #sponsorets

 #sponsorēts

 #ad



Youtube: brand mentions

▶ 459 videos with brand mention, emphasizing it’s advantages or sharing 

positive opinion

▶ In 129 videos (28%), there is mention of the appropriate hashtag; it is told in 

the description or in the video that it is paid collaboration / gift / barter
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Instagram: brand mentions
▶ Period of the analysis: 01.01.2020. – 01.01.2022.

▶ Hashtags:

 #reklāma

 #reklama

 #apmaksātāsadarbība

 #apmaksatasadarbiba

 #davana

 #dāvana

 #sadarbība

 #sadarbiba

 #paidpartnership

 #sponsorship

 #sponsorets

 #sponsorēts

 #ad



Instagram: brand mentions

▶ 654 posts, mentioning / tagging brand

▶ In the 251 post (39%), cooperation is marked
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Key conclusions

▶ Majority of promo publications are not marked properly;

▶ According to ER, there is no reason to hide cooperation with a brand;

▶ ER of promo posts usually is bigger than regular ER; Partially – thanks to

contests;

▶ Nevertheless we have to clarify if it influences an action;

▶ The most popular hashtags are #ad and #sponsored – it has to be clariefied if

followers understand them quite well, but previous studies demonstrate that

adults don’t understand it’s meaning;

▶ The most problematic categories of promoted goods are food/drinks and

services – they have been marked properly rarer than others
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The research was conducted with support of AI platform HypeAuditor:

 Machine learning

 Natural Language Processing

 Сomputer Vision



▶ To detect a low-quality audience, HypeAuditor uses a specially trained ML-model, which is based 

on the ensemble of machine learning algorithms and uses 53+ patterns to detect suspicious 

accounts. As a result, it detects 95.5% of all known fraud activity, with a mean error rate of 

0.73%.

▶ HypeAuditor is the only tool that checks engagement authenticity and detects Engagement Pods.

▶ Followings growth graph helps to detect whether an influencer uses follow/unfollow to grow 

their audiences.


